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The slower andantes are gentle sections, influenced by Pyotr Tchaikovsky , while the allegro is unnatural and
stiff and unusually fast for a nocturne. The second piece, in F major, followed on November, also contains a
slower portion coupled with a quick section. With a chordal texture spread over the entire keyboard, it is
reminiscent of the music of Robert Schumann. Each has a clear aim and method to attain it, and all unfold
with a fluency significantly more advanced than that shown in the previous nocturnes. The E-flat minor
Prelude is an unremarkable but well-thought out piece. These were published posthumously in Moscow in ,
without an opus number. Although written as an assignment, the piece conveys the impression not of an
academic contrapuntal exercise but rather of a vivid outburst. The texture and harmony show enough
advancement over his earlier Four Pieces to indicate that he had been sensible not to publish them as his opus
1. In , Rachmaninoff composed his Piano Concerto No. It was at this time, in , that the Morceaux de fantaisie
were composed. In Rachmaninoff also composed his Suite in D minor for orchestra, considered lost until the
manuscript was found in , leading to the discovery that a previously-unattributed composition for piano is a
reduction for solo piano of this Suite. The suite is in four movements: His return to pianistic work in early was
marked by his contribution to Four Improvisations, a collaboration with Anton Arensky , Alexander Glazunov
, and Sergei Taneyev. He subtitled it "Delmo", however what this means is unknown. It is two pages long and
features an emphatic, if not brief, climax. He also produced a Fughetta in F major in February of that year,
which is also short and has clean counterpoint. He composed most of his published works in this period,
starting with the Chopin Variations. The Oriental Sketch is a fast-paced piece littered with sixteenth note
figures. The piece was not intended to be associated with the Orient ; the title was given by the publisher. The
Prelude in D minor, a dark piece with thick and fast moving chords that repeatedly descend into low register,
is a manifestation of his unhappiness with the October Revolution. The manuscript survived and was first
published in His penultimate piano composition only his Corelli Variations came later was a one-page piece
entitled Fragments, a brief nostalgic piece from his final days in Moscow. It was first published in the
magazine, The Etude , in Since then the piece has also been recorded by Vladimir Ashkenazy and released by
Decca.
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